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DEDICATED TO DR. BARBAROSIA RICHARDSON
BY SUMMER MCBRIDE, CLARIS HEALTH
ICS CO-CHAIR

The Richardson Review is posthumously
named in honor of Dr. Barbarosia
Richardson, one of the original co-chairs of
the
Integrated
Community
Solutions
Committee within the African American
Infant and Maternal Mortality Community
Action Team (SLA/SB AAIMM CAT). Dr.
Barbara, as she was respectfully and
affectionately known, was a leader in the
movement for health equity and improving
birth outcomes for Black families.
With a strong background in epigenetics
and reproductive justice, Dr. Richardson coauthored an article, “Black Infant Mortality
is at a Catastrophic Level” which was
accepted for publication. She also lectured
at several conferences on “The Life Span
Model” as a framework for understanding
the Epigenetic Changes that are impacting
African Americans’ birth outcomes; The
National Evidence-Based Life Span Model
for
effectively
treating
Black
Infant
Mortality and Black Infant Birth outcomes;
the Intergenerational effects of epigenetic
changes
on
three
generations;
and
interventions to address racism and chronic
stress. Dr. Barbara was a champion for Black
families.
The Richardson Review will serve to honor
her legacy, and the work of so many on
whose shoulders we stand, as we strive to
celebrate the Black Birthing Journey.
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CELEBRATING BLACK BIRTH: LIVING TESTIMONY
BY LEILANI DARRETT, ICS CO-CHAIR

My name is Brandi T. I have a 3 year
old daughter named Brooklyn. When
I gave birth to Brooklyn, I was in my
last year at Cal State LA finishing up
my Bachelor’s. I went back to school
two weeks after giving birth so that I
can finish and graduate. I couldn’t
have done it on my own. I have such
an amazing support system who
rallied behind me. Although I have
such an amazing support system, it
hasn’t been easy. I suffered from
Postpartum Depression.
No one
knew I was suffering from it because
I kept it to myself. For black women,
it is taboo to suffer from it and so I
had to put on a strong face and push
through.

At the very beginning, breastfeeding
was difficult but I stayed the course
and breastfed for the entire first year. I
would take my breast pump to school
daily and pump in between classes. I
had a few people criticize my decision
to go back to school immediately after
giving birth, however, I wanted to
have an amazing story to tell my
daughter once she was older. I wanted
to be her first example of grit and
ambition. Here I am 3 years later
finishing up my Master’s Degree in
Education. I have always been a full
time mom, student, and employee but
I am so grateful for my village who has
helped and guided me along the way. I
want to encourage all new mothers
and tell them that although the road
may not be easy, it can be done.

THE SPOTLIGHT
BY YOLONDA ROGERS-JONES, BIH

After being robbed of dignity in healthcare for decades,
which includes the right of Black women to receive quality
and equitable perinatal services, the South Los
Angeles/South Bay African American Infant and Maternal
Mortality Community Action Team (SLA/SB AAIMM
CAT) wants to thank Gov. Gavin Newsom for continuing
funding to the Black Infant Health Program (BIH) for
budget year 2020-21. This display of solidarity to
eliminate birth disparities in California is the kind of
government response we support.
Black Infant Health was the seed planted in this state to grow roots between Black communities
and the health care system, and to date BIH has consistently provided services that respect the
values of Black mothers and their birthing journey. Gov. Newsom we have a SPOTLIGHT on
you for being attentive to Black infant and maternal health. Thank you!
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FOR US BY US: RECOGNIZING BLACK BUSINESS OWNERS
BY ADJOA JONES, SLA/SB AAIMM CAT CO-LEAD
DHS

The place where I can always be found, that has helped
me to not only continue my journey of self-care but to
further my holistic health and wellness lifestyle
through the use of their amazing teas (e.g. Immunitea,
Elderberry, Hibiscus Heaven, Nettle Leaf, etc.), herbal
supplements, body butters, bath salts (the Healing Soak
IS A MUST HAVE), etc. Take a journey for yourself.
And see the full details below.
Nappily Naturals & Apothecary’s mission is to strive
towards usafi (Swahili for purity), a concept in African
philosophy which refers to healthy, nutritious and
clean products which purify the spirit, body, and
empower the community to heal themselves.
NN&A (Nappily Naturals & Apothecary) was founded
by husband and wife team, Umaar and Sharon Askia in
the fall of 2018, after realizing that there wasn’t enough
culturally inspired natural beauty and wellness option
in the community.

"We’re reverting to the ways of our ancestors. There was
a time when modern pharmaceuticals were derived
from the plant material without synthesis. Our black
communities have forgotten the cultural traditions of
how to care for self; so we decided to bring an Africancentered approach towards beauty & wellness space to
Leimert Park.
We offer organic, plant-based skin and beauty herbal
formulas that support a holistic lifestyles combating
certain issues that has become ubiquitous throughout
black communities.
It gives us purpose to help bring about change within
the community and when we have return clients that
come in with a renewed body and spirit, I know that we
are in the right business.”
- Umaar and Sharon Askia

Nappily Naturals Apothecary
Open: Tuesday- Sunday
1 pm-6 pm
4342 Degnan Blvd,
Los Angeles, CA 90008
Tel. 323-903-6655
Email. Info@nappilynaturals.com

THIS IS THE CARE I NEED! TERMS TO KNOW...
BY MARQUITA JONES, BIH

Bradley technique is a familyoriented method of natural
childbirth that uses relaxation
techniques during labor to
control pain. The father of the
baby/ partner is taught how to
coach his/their partner through
labor.

Engagement is the sensation a
pregnant woman / person feels
when the lowermost part of the
fetus descends and is engaged in
the mother's/birthing person's
pelvis, an event that typically
occurs 2 to 3 weeks before labor
begins.

Lightening is the sensation the
mother/birthing person feels
when the baby drops down, or
gradually settles into the pelvis.
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BLACK BREASTFEEDING WEEK

WIC Breastfeeding Helplines:

BY NANCY DAMIANI, WIC

CinnaMoms/ PHFE WIC
(888) 278-6455
Facebook: CinnaMoms_
Instagram: @CinnaMoms_

Since 2013, Black Breastfeeding Week (BBW) has been celebrated from
August 25-31. BBW celebrates the joys of black breastfeeding, while
addressing the challenges, and supports mothers who wish to share this
liquid gold with their babies. WIC, AAIMM and many of our sister
organizations held virtual BBW events this year.
For personalized breastfeeding education and support during pregnancy
and your baby’s first six months, WIC can provide you a breastfeeding
peer counselor through their Loving Support Program. When further help is
needed, you can get a referral to the lactation consultant at the hospital
and/or from WIC.

Cocoa Babies & Milk/ Watts Health
Foundation WIC
(323) 241-1780 x4317
Black Breastfeeding Sisterhood/
Long Beach WIC
(562) 570-4457
South Los Angeles Health Projects
WIC
(323) 905-1248

STORY TIME : "IT'S IN YOU"
BY ADJOA JONES, SLA/SB AAIMM CO-LEAD
DHS

Through playful rhyme, humor and dazzling
illustrations, It’s In You inspires young
readers to dream big and to follow their
instincts. It uses the life cycle of a butterfly to
metaphorically teach them that even through
the many obstacles or failures they may
encounter, everything they need to succeed is
already within them. This book is designed
for children ages 2 - 8 years of age and can be
found
including
signed
copies
at
www.sharifaanozie.com or at Walmart,
Barnes & Noble.
Written By: Sharifa Anozie @sharifa_anozie Illustrated by: Claudio Espinosa

Virtual Breastfeeding Support
Groups:
Awesome Breastfeeders
Facebook: Awesome Breastfeeders
Instagram: #awesomebreastfeeders
Martin Luther King Jr. Community
Hospital Mommy Group
Contact Asaiah Harville, IBCLC at
lactation@mlkch.org
or call 424-338-8227
Soul Food for Your Baby
Website:
https://www.soulfood4yourbaby.org/
Facebook: SoulFood4YourBaby
Instagram: #soulfoodforyourbaby

For more information about the SLA/SB AAIMM CAT
Integrated Community Solutions (ICS) Work Group contact:
Summer @summer@clarishealth.org or Leilani @leilanidarrett@gmail.com

@BlackInfantsAndFamiliesLA
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